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Abstract

The formation of large even-numbered carbon cluster anions, Cn , with n up to 500 were
observed in the mass spectra generated by laser ablation of graphene and graphene oxide, and
the signal intensity of the latter is much weaker than that of the former. The cluster distributions
generated from graphene can be readily altered by changing the laser energy and the
accumulation period in the FT - ICR cell. By choosing suitable experimental conditions, weak


2
signals of odd-numbered anions from C125 to C211 , doubly charged anions from C70
2
3
3
to C230 and triply charged cluster anions from C80 to C224 can be observed. Tandem MS

was applied to some selected cluster anions. Though no fragment anions larger than C20 can be
observed by the process of collisional activation with N2 gas for most cluster ions, several cluster
anions can lose units of C2, C4, C6 or C8 in their collision process. The differences in their
dissociation kinetics and structures require further calculations and experimental studies.
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Introduction

A

s one of the most amazing chemical elements, carbon is
always telling us new and exciting stories. In addition
to the traditional three-dimensional forms of diamond and
graphite, the attention of scientific studies has been focusing on
the zero-dimensional (fullerenes) and one-dimensional (nanotubes) forms for more than 20 years [1–5]. Recently, twodimensional graphene has stimulated intense research interest
due to its unique characteristics, including its band structure,
massless fermions, and other features since it was first prepared
by Novoselov et al. with a simple approach [6–11].
It is well known that mass spectrometry (MS) was critical
to the discovery of the fullerenes [1–3, 12]. Nowadays, the
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rapid development of both fields of carbon materials and
mass spectrometry allows them to be mutually beneficial.
For example, it has been found that both nanodiamond and
graphene have high affinities for biopolymers and can be
used to enrich biomolecules in the highly diluted solutions
for a rapid matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
(MALDI) or surface enhanced laser desorption ionization
(SELDI) MS analysis [13–15]. Carbon materials, including
graphene and carbon nanotube have also been used as a
good matrix for analysis of small molecules by MALDI MS
[16–21]. At the same time, the improvements in both
ionization methods and MS instruments accelerate the
analysis and characterization of carbon materials [22–24].
Mass spectroscopy continues to be one of the most
important methods for the determination of the physical and
chemical properties of carbon clusters. Carbon cluster cations
of different sizes and different generation methods or sources
have been widely studied [25–35]. Giant carbon clusters as
large as Cþ
8000 have been observed [29]. The methods of
tandem MS, especially collisionally activated dissociation
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(CAD) MS, have been used for different cluster ions including
many endohedral fullerene ions in order to understand their
structures and fragmentation behavior [26, 27, 36–39].
By contrast, there are fewer mass spectral studies of
carbon cluster anions of large sizes with n≥60. McElvany et
al. have reported even-numbered cluster anions from C
60 to
C
by
the
method
of
methane
negative
ion
chemical
124
ionization [12]. The same group has also observed the large


odd-numbered carbon clusters anions of C
119 , C129 and C139
from the mass spectrum of a toluene extract of graphitic soot
[3]. Sedo et al. have studied the laser desorption-ionization
mass spectra of several kinds of materials, including graphite, glassy carbon, carbon nanotubes, synthetic diamond, and
diamond-like thin layers [23]. Although carbon cluster ions
from C2 to C300 can be found in their positive ion products,
only C
n ions with n≤15 can be identified in their negative
mass spectra. Shibagaki et al. have investigated some carbon
cluster ions by laser ablation of different polymers [24].
They found that negative clusters ions C
n with n≥30 are not
observed from graphite, polyethylene, polypropylene, and
polytetrafluoroethylene; however, for tetrafluoroethylene,
large anions are observed up to n=120. Interestingly,
Maruyama observed even-numbered negative cluster ions
of C120 - C160 by the laser ablation of a Ni - Co graphite disk
while pure graphite never generates anion with such large
sizes, showing that the metal atoms or clusters can strongly
enhance the formation of large caged cluster anions [30].
Houska et al. have found weak signals of negatively charged
cluster ions up to C200 or more in the laser desorption
ionization process of nanodiamonds [29]. The largest carbon
cluster anions previously observed may belong to the work
of Jeon and coworkers [31]. With a chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) process using gas mixtures of 1%–5%
CH4 and H2, they observed clusters of ~3000 and ~18000
Da, which may contain ~250 and ~1500 carbon atoms if
pure carbon atoms exist inside the clusters [31].
In the present work, the distributions of carbon cluster
anions produced by laser ablation of graphene (G) and
graphene oxide (GO) are analyzed. Carbon cluster anions as
large as C
500 have been observed. The effects of accumulation period and laser power on the distributions of anions
are studied. CAD MS of selected anions also provides some
interesting results.

Experimental
Instrumentation
All MS analyses were preformed with a 7.0 T Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (FT
ICR MS) instrument employing a MALDI source (Varian
IonSpec ProMALDI). Mass spectra reported here were all
measured in negative ion mode. Typically, ions produced by
laser pulses are injected into an open-ended cylindrical Penning
trap via an rf-only quadrupole ion guide. The open-ended
cylindrical ICR cell contains two outer trapping plates.
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External and internal ion accumulation modes were combined
in the experiments. With this mode, ions produced by six
consecutive laser pulses were accumulated in the hexapole. In
order to accomplish this, the hexapole DC potential and the
hexapole exit lens are set to be 2 V and –10 V, respectively,
during the accumulation time period. After the accumulation,
the hexapole exit lens is gated so that ions can be transferred
into the quadrupole guide. The DC potential of the trapping
plate near the quadrupole was set to –15 V before the
introduction of the ions into the cell. During the time period
of ion transfer to the cell ( 0.8 to 12.5 ms used in the experiment
, which is refer to as “accumulation period in the cell”
hereinafter), the trapping plate is pulsed down to 0 V to allow
the ions to enter into the ICR cell.
A 355 nm Nd: YAG laser (Orion, New Wave) was used
to create ions. The frequency was set at 10 Hz, and the laser
energy was set within the range of 28%–88% relative to the
maximum energy of 4 mJ/pulse. All mass spectra were
acquired over the m/z range of 220–5000. In the MS/MS
study, the precursor ions of interest were selected by the
stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) method
[40]. Sustained off-resonance irradiation (SORI) [41] excitation was performed at amplitudes of 7.0–11.0 V (Vp-p)
with a frequency offset of 1000 Hz relative to the precursor
ion cyclotron frequency. During each 100 ms SORI event,
the pressure in the ICR cell was raised to approximately 10–6
Torr by a brief pulse of nitrogen gas.

Sample Preparation
The sample of graphene oxide (GO) was prepared from
natural graphite (average particle size of 20 μm, Qingdao
Huarun Graphite Co., Ltd., Qingdao, China) by the modified
Hummer method described in our previous work [42, 43].
The sample of graphene (G) was produced by reducing
GO. GO was placed in a vacuum dessiccator, where a piece
of filter paper saturated with the chemical reducing agent
hydrazine (80% water solution) was placed for the first step
of reduction. The reaction time was controlled for 24 h to
generate the partially reduced graphene oxide. The partially
reduced GO was then annealed in argon atmosphere at
1000°C to produce the samples of G [9].
Nanodiamonds with an average diameter of 100 nm were
purchased from Beijing Grish Hi-Tech Corporation (Beijing,
China). G, GO, and nanodiamonds were suspended in water at
a concentration of 5 mg/mL and dispersed by sonication for 1 h
prior to usage. A 1 μL of solution was then applied onto the
MALDI target spots and dried at laboratory temperature before
being placed into the source region of the FT ICR MS.

Results and Discussion
MS of G and GO
The mass spectrum of G by laser ablation is shown in
Figure 1a. In the experiment, the laser energy was set at 48%
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Figure 1. Mass spectra of negative carbon clusters produced by laser ablation of (a) G, (b) GO, and (c) nanodiamonds with an
average size of 100 nm, obtained with a relative laser power of 48% and a cell accumulation time of 2.5 ms

and the accumulation time for ions in the cell was set as 2.5
ms. Strong signals of even-numbered carbon cluster anions
were observed. The mass difference between consecutive
carbon cluster ions is 24 m/z units. The peak intensities of

C
60 and C70 relative to their neighbors directly show their
remarkable stabilities. There are at least three populations of


carbon anions, which center at C
84 ,C114 , and C212 . The



strong signals of C60 , C70 , and C84 are consistent with the
negative mass spectrum of a toluene extract of graphitic soot
reported by McElvany et al. [3]. However, the reported


strong signals of C
119 , C129 and C139 from the same
spectrum are not observed here.

It is very interesting to see the formation of the carbon
cluster anions with sizes larger than C200. For comparison,
the negative mass spectrum of nanodiamond (100 nm) was
obtained here under the same conditions, and no cluster
anions with size lager than n≥80 are observed (Figure 1c).
Obviously, the formation of those cluster anions reflects the
unique physical and chemical characteristics of graphene.
Although the exact mechanism needs to be studied carefully
by both experiments and theoretical calculations, a reasonable suggestion is that the formation can be mainly attributed
to the unique electronic properties of graphene. This
suggestion is supported by the experimental results for the
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sample of GO. Under the same conditions, the negative mass
spectrum of GO shows a wide distribution of carbon cluster

anions from C
90 to C500 (Figure 1b). Similar to the results
for graphene, the even-numbered ions are separated by the
C2 unit. However, several differences can be easily
identified by comparing Figure 1a and Figure 1b. First,
signals of ions with m/z from 1000 to 4000 of GO are much
weaker than those of graphene (about 1/30) and those ions
are broad and well-distributed. Second, no magic cluster


ions of C
60 ,C70 , and C84 can be observed in the Figure 1b.
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Third, larger cluster anions with m/z greater than 4500 can be
clearly observed in the mass spectrum of GO. By optimizing
the detection parameters, the largest anions of C
500 can be
identified clearly (shown in the supporting materials). The first
two points are more likely due to the electronic property
differences between G and GO. The third point, however, may
be attributed to their different size distribution or aggregation
extent. It is also found that large anions up to C
500 are observed
in the mass spectrum of G, if the experimental conditions are
optimized (data not shown here).

Figure 2. Mass spectra of negative carbon clusters produced by laser ablation of G under different accumulation periods of (a)
0.8 ms, (b) 3.5 ms, and (c) 12.5 ms. The laser power is set to 40%
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Effects of Accumulation Period in the Cell
and Laser Energy
It is observed that the accumulation period in the FT ICR
cell can remarkably affect the observed cluster distribution.
Figure 2 shows the mass spectra obtained with different
accumulation periods under the same laser energy of 48%.
For a very short accumulation period of 0.8 ms, the signals
are located within the region of m/z from 500 to 1400, and

the signals of C
60 and C70 anions are dominant. When the
accumulation period increases to 3.5 ms, three distributions


can be observed, which are centered at C
102 , C134 and C182 .
Further increasing the period to 12.5 ms causes the
population centered at C
216 to have a broad distribution
and lower intensity. The increase of the observed cluster
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sizes with the increasing accumulation periods can be
understood by considering the transfer process of the ions.
It is reasonable to suppose that the larger the cluster, the
lower velocity it can acquire during the process of laser
ablation. At the same time, large cluster ions have larger
cross sections and, thus, can experience more collisions with
residual gas. These facts indicate that the larger cluster ions
require longer transfer times from the source region to the
cell. Thus, a short opening time for the cell gate (short
accumulation period) can cause the loss of the large cluster
ions. From the results in Figure 2, it can be estimated that for the

ions of C
60 and C200 , their average axial velocities are ~2500
and ~350 m/s, respectively (considering the distance between
the source and the cell is about 1.8 m). The high kinetic energy

Figure 3. Mass spectra of negative carbon clusters produced by laser ablation of G under different laser powers at (a) 28%,
(b) 58% and 88%, obtained with a cell accumulation time of 2 ms
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of the ions can cause lower trapping efficiency and a decrease of
ion signal, which is reflected in Figure 2c; the signals of small
cluster ions were greatly reduced by increasing the accumulation time in the cell before the cool gas was added.
The distributions of cluster anions are also changed with
different laser energies. Figure 3 shows three spectra
obtained with laser energies at 28%, 58% and 88%
respectively (the accumulation period is 2ms). As the laser
energy increases from 28% to 58%, the intensity of medium

and large anions (centered at C
144 and C180 , respectively)
increases rapidly while the intensity of small clusters
centered at C
94 decreases slightly. When the energy
increases to 88%, both small and medium clusters decrease
and the populations are sharpened.
However, a careful inspection of the weak ions generated
among the strong even-numbered cluster anions can provide
more details. It has been found that more ions with m/z from
300 to 900 can be produced with lower laser energy. Figure 4
shows the mass spectrum in low m/z regions at the laser energy
of 28% (the strong signals of even-numbered, singly charged
ions have been removed in order to clarify the spectrum.).
3
Triply charged ions from C3
80 to C224 can be identified, and
those ions are separated by a m/z difference of 8, indicating the
clusters differ by a C2 unit. Three distributions centered at C3
106 ,
3
3
C3
and
C
can
be
found.
Some
cluster
ions
such
as
C
152
194
84
show higher stabilities than their neighbors. Interestingly,
weaker signals of doubly charged ions from C2
70 to
2
C2
(peaked
at
C
)
can
be
observed
in
the
same
spectrum.
158
106
Those ions are separated by a m/z unit of 24, indicating their
clusters differ by a C4 unit. This is verified by a close view of
those triply charged ions, since some doubly charged ions have
the same monoisotopic peaks as some triply charged ions, but
their different isotopic distributions make them distinguishable.
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As the laser energy increases, the signals of the triply
charged ions decrease rapidly, while the doubly charged ions
move to large m/z regions. Figure 5 shows the weak cluster ions
at a laser power of 88%. No triply charged ions can be detected,
and doubly charged ions with m/z values from 800 to 1500 can
be identified. These doubly charged anions are separated by 12,
instead of 24, mass units in Figure 5, and can be classified as
2
two distributions centered at C2
176 and C228 . Interestingly, two
populations of singly charged anions with odd number carbon

atoms can be identified here, which center at C
135 and C183 .

CAD MS Study
A variety of excitation methods have been used in
conjunction with mass spectrometry and tandem mass
spectrometry to reveal structural information of carbon
cluster ions. Among the large carbon cluster anions, C
60 is
most commonly studied. It has been reported that the

precursor ions of C
60 can produce fragment ions of Cn
with nG20, but the cross-sections are approximately 4 orders
of magnitude smaller than those of Cþ
60 [39, 44]. Interestingly, fragment ions of Cþ
and
even-numbered
ions of
230

Cþ
were
also
observed
from
the
CAD
of
C
4058
60 if the
detection mode was set for positive ions. Here CAD
experiments have been performed for C
60 with N2 as the
collisional gas, and the lowest detectable m/z is set to be 220
in negative ion mode. No negative fragment ions with m/z
larger than 220 have been detected by the CAD process of
C
60 , which is consistent with previous results. This result
seems is expected due to the ultra stability of this magic
cluster. It is also expected that the non-magic larger carbon
cluster anions can readily produce fragment ions by the
ejection of C2 units (or other units) through the CAD

Figure 4. Mass spectra of negative carbon clusters in the low m/z region produced by laser ablation of G with a relative laser
power of 28%. The strong signals of singly charged anions are removed in order to clarify the spectrum
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Figure 5. Weak signals of doubly charged anions and odd-numbered anions observed in the mass spectrum of negative
carbon clusters produced by laser ablation of G with a power of 88%. The strong signals of singly charged anions are removed
in order to clarify the spectrum

process. In order to observe those presumed dissociation



processes, eight different anions of C
84 , C114 , C176 , C180 ,




C206 , C228 , C254 and C258 are selected and studied by CAD.
The source conditions are the same as those in Figure 1a,
from which it can be deduced directly that the anions of C
84 ,

C
114 and C206 may be more stable than other typical non



magic anions: C
176 , C180 , C228 , C254 and C258 . However,
the CAD results are surprising. No negative fragment ions
with m/z larger than 220 can be observed from the collision
of those anions except the ion of C
228 , although the
stabilities of those anions are similar (a Vp-p of 10.5 V in
SORI CAD process can cause more than 90% precursor ion
disappearance in their mass spectra). The CAD MS of C
228

shows two fragment ions of C
224 and C222 (see Supporting
Information), and with increasing collision energy, the
precursor ions decreased without the appearance of other
fragment ions. The fragment ions of C
222 are not seen as


product ions from C
224 , since the CAD of the isolated C224
does not produce any fragments.
Why is the anion of C
228 so special and how stable are the
other cluster anions? In order to better understand this issue, the

even-numbered anions in a small region from C
200 to C240 have
been isolated and studied by CAD. Among these 21 evennumbered cluster ions, 14 kinds of ions show no fragment ions
while seven kinds of ions form different fragment ions by loss
of the units of C2, C4, C6, or C8. Those results are shown in

Figure 6. For example, the C
234 ion can dissociate to C228

mainly by losing the C6 unit, and also can dissociate to C226 by
losing the C8 unit (see Supporting Information). The anions of


C
220 , C216 and C212 are all characterized by the unique process
of losing the C4 unit while C
222 can lose a C6 unit solely.
The CAD results of those carbon cluster anions seem very
confusing. For cluster ions of atoms and molecules, it is always
expected and proven that the change of their structures and





Figure 6. CAD pathways of selected even-numbered anions from C200 to C240 . The mass spectrum (a portion of Figure 1a)
shows very similar abundances for those cluster ions. For the anions marked by solid circles, no negative fragment ions larger

than C20 can be observed in corresponding CAD mass spectra. The dissociation pathways for other anions are marked by solid
arrows (primary pathways) and dashed arrows (secondary pathways)
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dissociation pathways can occur progressively as their sizes
increase. There may be exceptions for cluster ions with extra
stabilities or very high symmetry, which can be reflected in
their mass spectra as magic clusters. But for the case here, no
cluster ion in Figure 6 is substantially more stable than others.
Why do these seven kinds of ions behave differently from
the others? The structural difference makes us recall the
dangling bonds previously suggested for small size cluster
ions [2]. Their individual behaviors in the CAD process may
be explained by the different numbers of possible dangling
bonds. In the process of forming anion clusters by laser
ablation, the pentagon rule may be violated. Thus, it is
possible that some cluster anions can form open structures
with some dangling bonds, which can be easily ejected
during collision; however, most of the ions still have closed
fullerene structures. Determination of clear answers and the
exact structures of those cluster anions require a thorough
experimental and theoretical study.

Conclusions
Unlike other carbon materials, graphene can produce carbon
cluster anions with sizes up to C
500 readily by the process of
laser ablation at the wavelength of 355 nm. Wide distributions

of anions from C
90 to C500 can also be observed by the laser
ablation of GO, but the signals are much weaker. The evennumbered cluster anions generated from G show several
distributions, which can be readily controlled by changing the
accumulation periods in an FT-ICR cell and laser energies.
3
Weak signals of triply charged cluster anions from C3
80 to C224
2
2
and doubly charged anions from C70 to C158 can be observed
with lower laser energy, while odd-numbered singly charged

anions from C
119 to C209 can be observed at higher laser energy.
Some cluster anions were studied by collisional activation
by N2 gas. Although no negatively charged fragments larger
than C
20 can be observed for most of those cluster ions,
some cluster anions can form fragment ions by loss C2, C4,
C6, or C8 units. Since those ions have similar stabilities as
their neighbors, the origin of their different behaviors
requires further study.
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